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They may be less well known than nearby Giants Causeway, but Larrybane and Carrick-a-Rede offer scenery
as spectacular and insights as fascinating into how this amazing coastline was formed. Hundreds of thousands
of visitors come here each year to test their nerve on the rope bridge a reconstruction of a bridge first thrown
across a 60-foot-wide and 80-foot-deep chasm by salmon fishermen around 300 years ago, but find there is
much more to the site. As youd expect in such a wonderfully remote setting, the area is rich in natural history
but perhaps less expected are the historical remains youll find of mans ingenuity and industry both on the
land and on the sea. Stone Age hunters came here for the flint buried in the limestone cliffs, which they
fashioned into weapons and tools. Thousands of years later, men were still quarrying at Larrybane. At

Carrick-a-Rede, fishermen discovered a rich seam of salmon but had to devise a daring method of reaching it.

At Carrickarede the ancient volcanic pipe has left dolerite a more robust. CarrickaRede Island is accessed
from the mainland by a 20m wide rope bridge traditionally erected by salmon fishermen over 250 years ago.

Carrick A Rede

Also there is no bus after a certain hour to check according to the days. easy you simply Klick Larrybane and
CarrickaRede Northern Ireland National Trust Guide arrange purchase fuse on this sheet with you shall

relocated to the independent enrollment source after the free registration you will be able to download the
book in 4 format. CarrickaRede Rope Bridge. CarrickARede Rope Bridge Larry Bane See 4579 traveler
reviews 4901 candid photos and great deals for Ballintoy. Buy carrickarede framed prints from our

community of independent artists and iconic brands. The National Trust owned CarrickaRede Rope Bridge
links the mainland and the tiny island of Carrickarede. The main island is called Sheep Island. CarrickaRede
County Antrim. Hundreds of thousands of visitors come here each year to test their nerve on the rope bridge a
reconstruction of a bridge first thrown across a . I will find you. The fishermen lie in their beds The salmon
spawn in Moyles blue sea And you lie there upon the grass Waiting for me on Carrickarede. Join our Ranger
team in Larrybane Quarry tomorrow and go hunting for exciting fossils NationalTrustNI. Carrickarede Lyrics
Ill walk the miles from Ballintoy No shining moon to light my way Across the fields of Larrybane And the
rope bridge where my love waits The fishermen lie in their beds. CarrickaRede Larrybane Quarry serial name

Renly Baratheons Camp.
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